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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to examine the parallelism 
between tonal transitions and musical note transitions in 
Thai pop songs based on the data from 30 current pop 
songs. The results suggest that there is a statistically 
significant parallelism between tonal transitions and 
musical note transitions. Interestingly, the results show 
that both contour tones, RISING and FALLING, typically 
pattern with HIGH with respect to the mapping between 
tonal transitions and note transitions. Nevertheless, 
when two FALLING occur consecutively, the offset of the 
second one is used for mapping. Our results seem to 
find further support for decomposability of contour 
tones in Thai. Furthermore, they suggest that Thai pop 
music composition does not strive to maximize parallel 
transitions but prefer to avoid opposing transitions. 
1. Introduction 
Pitch is an important element in both language and 
music. In languages, pitch is used to convey 
different levels of meaning, e.g. lexical, sentential, 
attitudinal, emotional etc. In music, pitch serves 
the melodic structure, whether played on 
instruments or sung by voice, in order to express 
meaning to the listener. However, pitch in 
language and music differs with respect to how it 
is treated. While pitch in language is treated as a 
relative difference, pitch in music is treated as an 
absolute difference. Given their similarity and 
difference, it is important for our understanding of 
human cognition to examine the relationship 
between pitch in language and music. Of crucial 
relevance are languages that use patterns of 
relative pitch to convey lexical contrast. It is a 
puzzle how tonal languages relate their lexical 
tones to musical melody, which is made up of 
patterns of absolute pitch played on instruments or 
sung. 
One pertinent question is how contour tones are 
treated in the mapping between tone and melody. 
To answer this question, the Thai language is a 
great case study because its five tones, shown in 
Table 1, have been studied quite extensively both 
in terms of acoustics, perception, as well as 
phonology. However, little research    has   been 
done on the mapping between lexical tones and 
music in Thai, especially with respect to the 
treatment of contour tones.  
 
Tone Example Tone value 
MID kh : „to be stuck‟ [33] 
LOW khà: „galangal‟ [21] 
FALLING khâ: „value‟ [42] 
HIGH khá: „to trade‟ [45] 
RISING khǎ: „leg‟ [24] 
Table1: Thai lexical tones 
 
Since in Thai songs syllables and musical notes 
are typically mapped to each other in a one to one 
relationship, an interesting question is how these 
complex tones are treated. In this paper, we 
examine the tone-melody mapping in current Thai 
pop songs. Our results indicate that, like other 
genres, Thai pop songs show a degree of 
parallelism between tonal transitions and musical 
note transitions. In addition, they show that both 
RISING and FALLING tones typically pattern with 
HIGH with respect to the mapping between tonal 
transitions and note transitions. 
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2. Literature review 
Mapping between lexical tones and musical notes 
is one of the topics that have been widely studied 
in the past decade. While a few studies compare 
lexical tones to the absolute pitch of musical notes 
(Yung, 1983; Chao, 1956), some have investigated 
parallelism between tonal transitions and melodic 
transitions, i.e. mapping between the directions of 
adjacent note transitions and adjacent syllable 
transitions (Schellenberg, 2009; Wee, 2007;Ho, 
2006;Baart, 2004; Wong and Diehl, 2002; Agawu, 
1988).In our opinion, the latter method seems to be 
a more effective way to investigate the mapping 
between lexical tones and musical notes because it 
does not compare absolute pitch with relative 
pitch. Since pitch is treated as a relative difference 
in language but as an absolute difference in music, 
investigating mapping between individual tones 
and individual notes may miss crucial 
generalizations. It is thus more reasonable to 
examine pitch in both language and music in terms 
of relative pitch difference by comparing the 
directions between successive lexical tones and 
successive musical notes. 
2.1 Study of tone-melody mapping in general 
Most previous studies that investigated how lexical 
tones transitions and musical note transitions are 
mapped have revealed parallelism between tonal 
transitions and musical note transitions in 
languages. For example, Wong and Diehl‟s (2002) 
results on Cantonese, based on four contemporary 
songs, show a very high degree of parallelism 
between musical and lexical melodies (91.81 %). 
The factors that have been reported to affect the 
degree of parallelism are their position within the 
melody. Wee (2007) suggested that the parallelism 
in Mandarin songs will be high in the most 
prominent beat in the Mandarin folk songs.  
 Shona, Schellenberg (2009) also examined the 
parallelism between speech and sung melody. 
Instead of using musical notes, he based his 
analysis on pitch tracks of the recorded songs. 
Despite the difference in methodology, this study 
still found a statistically significant number of 
parallel transitions. 
However, cases that do not show parallelism 
between tonal transitions and musical note 
transitions do exist. For example, Agawu (1988) 
investigated northern Ewe songs and found that the 
pattern of tonal transitions did not match with sung 
melodies. In addition, Baart (2004) reported 
similar finding for Kalam Kohistani. Similarly, for 
mandarin pop songs, Ho (2006) suggested that 
there is a disagreement between tone and tune. 
Interestingly, in their study of Dagaare, a two-
tone language without parallelism between tones 
and tunes, Bodomo and Mora (2000) suggested 
that the degree of parallelism relies on the number 
of tones in each language‟s inventory. It predicts 
that in a language with a rich tonal inventory, the 
degree of parallelism will be high. However, 
studies on Kalam Kohistani (Baart, 2004) and 
Mandarin (Ho, 2006) disproved Bodoma and 
Mora‟s hypothesis. 
Another important issue is the treatment of 
contour tones. Since contour tones involve 
dynamic changes in pitch, it is puzzling how they 
are mapped with musical note transitions. Ho 
(2006) and Wong and Diehl‟s (2002) studies on 
Cantonese pop songs suggested that the tonal 
endpoint of Cantonese contour tones are used as 
the relevant portion in mapping. 
2.2 Study of tone-melody mapping in Thai 
As for Thai, three important pioneering studies 
have revealed that Thai, like most tonal languages, 
is characterized by parallelism between the 
transition of lexical tones and the transitions 
between two adjacent musical notes. In other 
words, tonal transitions and note transitions 
between adjacent syllables in Thai songs typically 
agree in direction. 
List (1961) examined the mapping between 
tonal transitions and musical notes in recitals and 
chants in Thai. The results show that the degree of 
parallelism between tones and sung pitch in recital 
reaches approximately 90 percent. In contrast, the 
correspondence between tones and musical notes is 
only approximately 60 percent in contemporary 
songs.   
Similarly, the results of Saurman (1999) 
showed that the degree of parallelism between 
tones and tunes in classical and traditional songs is 
approximately 90 percent. For contemporary 
songs, which borrow elements of western music, 
the degree of mapping parallelism was between 60 
to 70 percent. The parallelism was also low (42%) 
for western hymns translated into Thai. 
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Interestingly, the degree of mapping for the Thai 
national anthem was also only 32 percent. Not only 
do these studies reveal parallelism between tonal 
transition and sung pitch in Thai, it also shows that 
musical genres have an ineligible effect on the 
degree of parallelism. 
 
 
 
 
In addition, Ho (2006) applied   the idea of 
using the tonal endpoint in one Thai pop song and 
found that the tonal onset of FALLING may be the 
relevant part for mapping. More importantly, her 
study showed that the degree of parallelism is 
approximately 80 percent. In her observations, the 
mismatches are generally caused by FALLING.  
In summary, the results of many studies 
concerning Thai songs show that there is 
parallelism between tonal transitions and musical 
note transitions. However, most studies do not 
systematically examine how the contour tones are 
treated in Thai songs. Moreover, they are based on 
a limited number of songs. To reach a better 
understanding of the mapping between tonal and 
note transitions, we focused on the treatment of 
contour tones, based on data from a relatively large 
corpus of Thai pop music. 
3. Methods 
This study examined the parallelism between tonal 
transitions and musical note transitions in 30 
popular Thai pop songs1. The melody of each song 
was transcribed using musical notation by the 
researcher. Moreover, music notations in this study 
were then double checked by a professional 
musician. The lyrics were transcribed using IPA 
symbols such that each syllable is aligned 
vertically to its corresponding musical notes as 
exemplified in Figure 1. 
Note transitions between two adjacent syllables 
were manually extracted from the corpus, 
excluding cases of one-to-many and many-to-one 
mapping of syllables and musical notes.  To 
control the boundary effects, transitions across the 
melodic phrase boundaries were also excluded. In 
                                                          
1 This data is part of a larger corpus in progress. At the end of 
its first phase, the corpus will consist of 100 songs covering a 
considerable variety in terms of composers, keys of songs and 
genders. 
addition, syllables that have been described as 
“surface toneless” (Bennett, 1995; 
Luksaneeyanawin, 1983; Bee, 1975) were 
excluded to avoid possible noises.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
By identifying such toneless syllables with 
Luksaneeyawin‟s “linking syllables”, we were able 
to exclude all unstressed CV syllables containing 
/a/. For example, words like /rátthàb  n  
“government” and  th   rám  n  “suffer” are 
typically realized as [ˌrátthəˈb  n  and 
[ˌth   rəˈm  n  respectively  In these cases,  -tha-/ 
and /-ra-/ were not included in the analysis. 
After extracting the eligible adjacent syllables, 
we then classified the directions of the musical 
note transitions into three major groups: ascending, 
level and descending. If the second note was 
higher in pitch than the first one, e.g. from note C 
to note D, we assigned the musical transition to the 
ascending category.   When second note was lower 
than the first one, e.g. from note E to note D, we 
counted it as having a descending transition. 
Lastly, if the adjacent notes were identical in pitch, 
e.g. from note F to note F, we classified its note 
transition as a level transition. Crucially, we did 
not set an a priori assumption on how the contour 
tones were decomposed into sequences of H‟s and 
L‟s. Instead, we used the five lexical tones as 
primes in the analysis. Below are the 25 pairs of 
adjacent tones used to compare with directions of 
note transitions.  
 
MID→MID  FALLING→HIGH 
MID→LOW  FALLING→RISING 
MID→FALLING HIGH→MID 
MID→HIGH  HIGH→LOW 
MID→RISING  HIGH→FALLING 
LOW→MID  HIGH→HIGH 
LOW→LOW  HIGH→RISING 
LOW→FALLING RISING→MID 
LOW→HIGH  RISING→LOW 
LOW→RISING  RISING→FALLING 
FALLING→MID RISING→HIGH  
FALLING→LOW RISING→RISING  
FALLING→FALLING 
 
Table2: 25 Tone pairs 
Figure 1: the sample of transcribed song using musical notation 
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4. Treatment of contour tones 
To examine how tonal transitions and note 
transitions are mapped, we carried out a statistical 
analysis to test whether the tone pairs are 
preferably mapped with ascending, descending, or 
level note transitions. The Friedman test provides a 
means to test whether several groups differ 
significantly and it is used for data that does not 
show normal distribution. However, the Friedman 
test only tells us whether there are statistically 
significant differences among groups. It cannot 
identify which pair is significantly different. 
Therefore, the Wilcoxon test is required to 
examine which pairs differ from each other 
significantly. In this study, the 25 tone pairs and 
the three directions of note transitions were the 
independent variables and the dependent variables 
respectively.  
4.1 Ascending transitions 
Tone pairs that occur with ascending note 
transitions more often than other types at a 
statistically significant level were classified as 
having ascending tonal transition.  
Among the 25 pairs of tones in adjacent 
syllables, five, shown in Table 3, belong to this 
type of transition.   All the tone pairs that are 
preferably mapped with ascending note transitions 
are ones whose second member is higher in pitch 
than the first. 
 
Tone pairs Musical note transition 
Ascending Descending Level 
MID→HIGH 
MID→RISING 
LOW→MID 
LOW→RISING 
LOW→HIGH 
136(68.7%) 
111(71.6%) 
186(64.8%) 
45(81.8%) 
63(77.8%) 
37(18.7%) 
31(20%) 
38(13.2%) 
3(5.5%) 
14(17.3%) 
25(12.2%) 
13(8.4%) 
63(22%) 
7(12.7%) 
4(4.9%) 
Table 3: Ascending transition 
 
As expected, the results in Table 3 show that 
ascending note transitions were mapped with tone 
pairs with a higher second tone. In particular, cases 
of MID → HIGH were mapped with ascending 
transition at a statistically significant level 
(p<0.001). Similarly, tonal transitions of the types 
LOW → MID and LOW → HIGH were also mapped 
with ascending note transitions at a statistically 
significant level (p<0.05). Most importantly, both 
MID → RISING and LOW → RISING were mapped 
with ascending note transitions at a statistically 
significant level (p<0.01). This indicates that 
RISING behaves like HIGH with respect to tone-
melody mapping. In other words, the RISING is 
treated as if it was HIGH.  
4.2 Descending transitions 
The tone pairs that were mapped with descending 
note transitions more often than other types at a 
statistically significant level were classified as 
having descending tonal transitions.  
 
Tone pairs Musical note transition 
Ascending Descending Level 
MID→LOW 
FALLING→MID 
FALLING→LOW 
FALLING→FALLING 
HIGH→MID 
HIGH→LOW 
RISING→MID 
RISING→LOW 
52(15%) 
130(28.8%) 
14(11.9%) 
31(21.7%) 
17(7.7%) 
4(6.8%) 
27(13.2%) 
7(12.1%) 
229(66.4%) 
244(54.1%) 
67(56.8%) 
70(48.9%) 
183(82.4%) 
47(79.7%) 
164(80%) 
46(79.3%) 
64(18.6%) 
77(17.1%) 
37(31.3%) 
42(29.4%) 
22(10%) 
8(13.5%) 
14(6.8%) 
5(8.6%) 
Table 4: Descending transition 
 
As shown in Table 4, tone pairs in which the 
second tone is lower than the first one were 
typically matched with descending note transitions. 
To illustrate, cases of MID → LOW were mapped 
with descending note transitions at a statistically 
significant level (p<0.01). Similarly, HIGH →MID 
and HIGH → LOW were also mapped with 
descending note transitions at a statistically 
significant level (p<0.01). As expected, RISING → 
MID and RISING → LOW were  also mapped with 
descending note transitions at a statistically 
significant level (p<0.01), providing further 
support for grouping RISING with HIGH. In 
addition, FALLING → MID and FALLING → LOW 
were also mapped with descending note transitions 
at a statistically significant level (p<0.05), 
suggesting that FALLING also patterns with HIGH. 
Most interestingly is the fact that FALLING → 
FALLING were mapped descending tonal transitions 
(p<0.05).  If FALLING is always treated as if it was 
HIGH, we would expect two consecutive FALLINGs 
to be matched with level musical transitions. An 
explanation for this surprising mapping will be 
discussed later (see section 6). 
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4.3 Level transitions 
Tone pairs that were frequently mapped with level 
note transitions than other types at a statistically 
significant level were classified as having a level 
tonal transition. 
 
Tone pairs Musical note transition 
Ascending Descending Level 
LOW→LOW 
HIGH→HIGH 
17(23%) 
13(15.9%) 
17(23%) 
21(25.6%) 
40(54%) 
48(58.5%) 
Table5: Level transition 
 
For level musical note transitions, only two 
tone pairs with identical first and second member 
occurred with this type of transition at a 
statistically significant level. From Table 5, only 
LOW → LOW and HIGH → HIGH were mapped with 
level musical notes transitions at a statistically 
significant level (p<0.05). Interestingly, MID → 
MID does not follow the same pattern. 
In summary, the results suggest that both 
RISING and FALLING are treated as if they were 
HIGH. In the case of RISING, its offset is used as a 
reference for tonal mapping. For FALLING, the 
result reveals, in contrast, that its onset is the 
important element in the mapping. Intriguingly, the 
pair FALLING → FALLING is also considered to 
have a descending tonal transition rather than a 
level transition. 
5. Result of Parallelism   
Based on the results in 4, tonal transitions were 
grouped into 3 categories according to their 
directions, as summarized in Table 6. Note that the 
RISING and FALLING are treated as if they were 
HIGH. One exception is FALLING→FALLING, which 
was classified as a descending rather than a level 
transition. 
 
Ascending 
tonal transition 
Descending tonal 
transition 
Level tonal 
transition 
 
MID→HIGH 
MID→RISING 
MID→FALLING 
LOW→MID 
LOW→FALLING 
LOW→HIGH 
LOW→RISING 
 
MID→LOW 
FALLING→LOW 
FALLING→MID 
FALLING→FALLING 
HIGH→MID 
HIGH→LOW 
RISING→LOW 
RISING→MID 
 
 
MID→MID 
LOW→LOW 
FALLING→HIGH 
FALLING→RISING 
HIGH→FALLING 
HIGH→HIGH 
HIGH→RISING 
RISING→FALLING 
RISING→RISING 
RISING→HIGH 
Table6: tonal transition categories 
 
After assigning the tonal transitions to the tone 
pairs, we coded the mapping between the tonal 
transitions and musical note transitions in terms of 
parallel, opposing and non-opposing. Tonal target 
transition which agrees with musical transition in 
terms of directions of pitch change was coded as 
parallel. We coded it as opposing if the tone 
transition and note transition went in opposite 
directions.  Tonal and note transition that did not 
agree in direction but did not go in opposite 
directions, was coded as non-opposing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parallel Opposing         Non-opposing 
 
Figure 2:  Example of parallel, opposing and 
non-opposing transitions 
 
This analysis used the Freidman and Wilcoxon 
test to examine whether certain types of tonal 
transitions are mapped with certain types of 
musical note transitions. Table7 shows the 
percentage of parallelism between tonal transitions 
and note transitions.    
 
Tonal 
transition 
Melodic transition 
Ascending Descending Level 
Ascending 1091 
(22.57%) 
(parallel) 
317 (6.43%) 
(opposing) 
230 
(4.63%) 
(non-
opposing) 
Descending 415 
(8.48%) 
(opposing) 
1039 
(21.49%) 
(parallel) 
275 
(5.57%) 
(non-
opposing) 
Level 426 
(8.71%) 
(non-
opposing) 
483(9.9%) 
(non-
opposing) 
594 
(12.22%) 
(parallel) 
Sum of diagonal cell 55.3% 
 
Table7: Parallelism between tonal transitions 
and melodic transitions 
 
From table 7, for all 30 Thai pop songs, the 
total sum of mapping between tones and musical 
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notes had 4798 transitions. Parallel mapping 
between tonal transitions and musical transition 
occurred at 55.3 percent. This was more often than 
opposing and non-opposing transitions at a 
statistically significant level (p<0.001). Also, 732 
cases of the mapping between tonal and musical 
transitions were opposing (732/4798, 15.25%). 
Interestingly, the number of non-opposing 
transitions (1414/4798, 29.47%) occurred more 
often than opposing transitions at a statistically 
significant level (p<0.001). This seems to indicate 
that non-opposing transitions are acceptable in 
Thai pop music. 
In summary, our results show that parallel 
transitions occur more frequently than the mapping 
of opposing transitions. Adjacent tones in which 
the second tone has a higher pitch than the 
previous one was mapped with an ascending 
melodic transition. Likewise, successive tones in 
which the second note is lower than the previous 
one were mapped with descending melodic 
transitions. However, tones of the same height 
which occurred adjacently tended to slightly map 
with level transitions.   
6. Discussion 
From our results, three issues deserve special 
attention: decomposability of contour tones, non-
opposing mapping, and some factors that should be 
controlled for future study. 
Firstly, this study offers further evidence in 
support of decomposability of Thai contour tones. 
In the case of RISING, our study found that the 
tonal offset has to be referred to in the tone-melody 
mapping. This suggests that RISING is composed of 
L followed by H rather than being an atomic unit. 
In the case of FALLING, our study showed that the 
tonal onset of FALLING in Thai normally has to be 
referred, confirming Ho‟s observation that the 
onset is the more important element or headship of 
FALLING in tone-melody mapping. Nevertheless, 
from our results, not only is FALLING‟s tonal onset 
important, but also its tonal offset is relevant for 
the mapping. To illustrate, when two FALLING 
occur consecutively, the offset of the second one is 
used for mapping. This fact also suggests that 
FALLING is composed of level tones (H followed 
by L) rather than being a unitary unit. From the 
phonological perspective, many phonologists, e.g. 
Gandour (1974a), Yip (1982) and Morén and Zsiga 
(2006), argue convincingly that contour tones in 
Thai are in fact made up of sequences of H and L. 
In other words, FALLING and RISING can be 
represented as [HL] and [LH] respectively. 
Therefore, our results lend further support for 
decomposability of contour tones in Thai. 
Secondly, non-opposing transitions are 
acceptable in Thai pop music. As seen from a 
previous section, non-opposing transitions occur 
more often than opposing transitions at statistically 
significant levels. More specifically, when tone 
pairs with identical first and second members 
occur successively, although they tend to map with 
musical level transition, the percentage of mapping 
with musical ascending and descending transitions 
is close to that of level transitions. In other words, 
Thai pop music composition does not strive to 
maximize parallel transitions but tries to avoid 
opposing ones. The results should be further tested 
by perception studies in the future. 
Finally, some additional factors should be 
studied in order to obtain a clearer picture of 
parallelism. To elaborate, the greater degree of 
parallelism might occur if we control for such 
factors as the note value and word stress. For note 
value, parallel transition tended to map with the 
note which contained the most prominent beat in 
the phrase of the songs. Furthermore, we observed 
most of FALLING was mapped with stressed 
grammatical words. For example, words like /mâj/ 
„not‟, /k  / „also‟, /thî: /„REL‟,  yîŋ  and  t  ŋ „must‟ 
occurred frequently in our data and created 
opposing transitions. Excluding grammatical 
words and unstressed words might yield a lower 
percentage of opposing transitions. To conclude, in 
future studies, factors like stress, note value and 
grammatical word status should be also controlled 
for clearer results. 
7. Conclusion 
Based on data from a larger corpus than earlier 
studies, our results suggest that in Thai pop songs, 
like other genres, there is a statistically significant 
parallelism between tonal transitions and musical 
note transitions. They also agree with the findings 
by Ho (2006), who assumes that one of the two 
components of contour tones is taken as dominant 
and used as a reference in tone-melody mapping. 
To illustrate, both RISING and FALLING tones 
pattern with HIGH. Moreover, when two FALLINGs 
occur consecutively, the offset of the second 
FALLING is used for mapping. The results also 
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provide further evidence for the decomposability 
of contour tones in Thai. Furthermore, the results 
also suggest a new way of looking at parallelism 
between tone transitions and musical note 
transitions. In particular, they suggest that the 
composition of Thai pop songs places more 
importance on avoidance of opposing transitions 
than achieving parallel transitions. 
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Appendix A: List of 30 songs 
1. เธอยงั /thə : j ŋ/ 
2. หยดุรักยงัไง/j t rák j ŋŋ j/ 
3. ใจกลางความรู้สึกดีดี/c j kl :ŋ khw :mr :s k d : 
d :/ 
4. ใครนิยาม/khr j nij :m/ 
5. แพใ้จ/ph  : c j/ 
6. ผูป่้วยความจ าเส่ือม/ph  puə j khw :mc m s  əm/ 
7. อยากไดย้ินวา่รักกนั jà:k dâjj n wâ: rákk n/ 
8. รักปาฎิหารย ์rák p :tihǎ:n/ 
9. จะใหฉ้นัท ายงัไง/ca hâj chǎn th m j ŋŋ j/ 
10. รักแทอ้ยูเ่หนือกาลเวลา  rák th  : j :n  ə k :nw :l :/ 
11. ไกลแค่ไหนคือใกล/้kl j k  :nǎj kh  : klâj/ 
12. กลบัมาเป็นเหมือนเดิม  klàp m : p n m  ən də :m 
dâjmǎj/ 
13. หน่ึงความเหงาบนดาวเคราะห์ 
/n  ŋ khw :mŋǎw b n d :wkhr   / 
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14. กอ้นหินกอ้นนั้น/k  :nh n k  :n nán/ 
15. คนธรรมดา kh n th mmad :/ 
16. จ าท าไม/c m th mm j/ 
17. หวามเยน็/wǎ:nj n/ 
18. Unlovable 
19. ไม่ใกลไ้ม่ไกล mâj klâj mâj kl j/ 
20. อีกนานไหม/  :k n :n mǎj/ 
21. ยิง่รู้จกัยิง่รักเธอ jîŋ r :càk jîŋ rák thə:/ 
22. คนแพท่ี้ไม่มีน ้ าตา kh n ph  :thî: mâ:j m : námt :/ 
23. นอ้ย/n  :j/ 
24. ไม่บอกเธอ/mâj b  :k thə:/ 
25. ฉนักรั็กของฉนั chǎn k  rák kh  :ŋ chǎn/ 
26. เร่ืองจริงยิง่กวา่นิยาย/r  əŋ c ŋ jîŋ kwà: nij :j/ 
27. เธอจะรักฉนัรึเปล่าไม่รู้ 
/thə : ca rák chǎn rɨpàw mâj r :/ 
28. เรือเลก็ควรออกจากฝ่ัง/r  ə l k kh ən    :k cà:k fàŋ/ 
29. หูทวนลม h : th ənl m/ 
30. ผา่นมาแค่ใหจ้  า phà:n m : kh  : hâj c m/
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Appendix B: Friedman and W
ilcoxon test: Tone pairs that map with musical transition 
 
   
 W
ilcoxon 
test 
(A
scending 
and D
escending com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed) 
 W
ilcoxon 
test 
(A
scending 
and Level com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed)                    Wilcoxon 
test 
(D
escending 
and Level com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed)                    Friedm
an χ
2 test 
(A
ll 
transition 
types 
com
pared) 
χ
2            A
sym
p. Sig 
 
M
ID
→
H
IG
H
 
M
ID
→
R
ISIN
G
 
M
ID
→
FA
L
L
IN
G
 
L
O
W
→
M
ID
 
L
O
W
→
FA
L
L
IN
G
 
L
O
W
→
H
IG
H
 
L
O
W
→
R
ISIN
G
 
-3.369         0.000** 
-3.515         0.000** 
-1.237         0.216 
-3.779         0.000** 
-3.408         0.001** 
-3.301         0.001** 
-3.972         0.000** 
-3.656        0.000** 
-4.114        0.000** 
-2.680        0.007** 
-3.081        0.002** 
-1.883        0.060 
-3.792        0.000** 
-4.165        0.000** 
-0.806         0.420 
-2.150         0.032* 
-3.447         0.001** 
-0.965         0.335 
-0.919         0.358 
-1.977         0.048* 
-1.100         0.271 
14.000    .001** 
20.484    .000** 
11.707    .003* 
7.635      .022 
10.927    .004* 
17.175    .000** 
36.493    .000** 
Table8: Tone pairs m
apped w
ith ascending note transitions 
N
ote: N
=30, *p<0.05; **p<0.01; B
ased on positive ranks 
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and A
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pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed) 
W
ilcoxon 
test 
(D
escending 
and Level com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed)                   Wilcoxon 
test 
(A
scending 
and Level com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed)                   Friedm
an χ
2 test 
(A
ll 
transition 
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com
pared) 
χ
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sym
p. Sig 
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L
L
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H
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M
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H
IG
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L
O
W
 
R
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G
→
L
O
W
 
R
ISIN
G
→
M
ID
 
-4.550        0.000** 
-3.513        0.000** 
-3.261        0.000** 
-3.204        0.001** 
-4.585        0.000** 
-3.665        0.000** 
-3.035        0.002** 
-4.214        0.000** 
-4.524       0.000** 
-2.047       0.041* 
-4.056       0.000** 
-2.016       0.044* 
-4.514       0.000** 
-3.271       0.001** 
-3.471       0.001** 
-4.551       0.000** 
-0.567        0.571 
-2.674        0.007** 
-1.702        0.089 
-0.747        0.455 
-0.216        0.829 
-0.702        0.483 
-0.612        0.541 
-1.646        0.100 
37.646    .000** 
15.085    .001* 
24.721    .000** 
12.064    .002* 
42.466    .000** 
27.000    .000** 
18.406    .000** 
37.163    .000** 
Table9: Tone pairs m
apped w
ith descending note transitions 
N
otes: N
=30, *p<0.05; **p<0.01; B
ased on positive ranks 
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W
ilcoxon 
test 
(Level 
and 
A
scending com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed) 
W
ilcoxon 
test 
(Level 
and 
D
escending com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed)                   Wilcoxon 
test 
(A
scending 
and D
escending com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
Z                (2 – tailed)                   Friedm
an χ
2 test 
(A
ll 
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types 
com
pared) 
χ
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sym
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→
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O
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→
L
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L
L
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H
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H
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L
L
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G
→
R
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H
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L
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H
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→
H
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IG
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R
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G
 
R
ISIN
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→
FA
L
L
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R
ISIN
G
→
R
ISIN
G
 
R
ISIN
G
→
H
IG
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 -2.9230.003** 
-2.5970.009** 
- -0.0180.986 
-2.2980.022* 
-2.691          0.007** 
- -2.737           0.006** 
- - 
 -0.751          0.453 
-2.951          0.003** 
- -2.999          0.003** 
-1.500          0.133 
-2.041          0.041* 
- -1.919          0.055 
- - 
 -3.309           0.001* 
-2.957           0.009* 
- -2.999           0.003** 
-4.115           0.000** 
-0.423           0.673 
- -3.244           0.001* 
- - 
 12.463      0.002* 
7.446        0.024* 
2.742        0.254 
7.600        0.022* 
26.687      0.000** 
6.416        0.040* 
0.747        0.688 
12.341      0.002* 
4.056        0.132 
0.700        0.705 
Table10: Tone pairs m
apped w
ith level note transitions 
N
otes: N
=30, *p<0.05; **p<0.01; B
ased on positive ranks 
 Appendix C: Friedman and W
ilcoxon test: 
 
 
W
ilcoxon test (Parallel and 
opposing com
pared) 
                  A
sym
p. Sig 
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W
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                  A
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                  A
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com
pared) 
χ
2            A
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 -4.783      0.000** 
 -4.783      0.000** 
 -4.283a      0.000** 
 55.882    0.000** 
Table11: M
apping betw
een directions of tonal and m
usical transitions 
N
ote N
=30, *p<0.05; **p<0.01; B
ased on negative ranks 
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